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ABSTRACT 

In the Recent years huge number of action films has been released in India. Movie watching habits of children 

and adolescents have undergone revolutionary change. This has deeply affected their life style their point of 

view about the world and their ambition, which language they speak and what kind of dresses they wear. 

Particularly children and teenagers are spending additional time in watching films and playing action games 

through smart phones and tablets. It is one of the major influences in the lives of school children today. Is the 

new lifestyle making these teenagers self-centered? Is violence on the rise among today’s children?  And if so is 

film and media responsible for it. The study was conducted separately among 400 children and their parents 

from each different places in Chennai urban areas namely KK Nagar, T.Nagar, Mylapore, Tambaram. The 

Children were aged between 6 years to 10 years and they are studying   I STD to V STD Level. Three common 

questions were asked by the researcher they are movies preferred by children, superhero movies, influenced 

movies. This study deals with the movie watching patterns and some of the resulting sociological implications 

of urban school children of Chennai.  
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I.INTRODUCTION 

The advancement of science and technology has led to an invasion by the electronic media into our lives. The 

impact of watching movies has been so great that it has influenced almost all aspect of our lives. Movies and 

actors are extremely popular with children as it has a multi-sensorial appeal. Most of the children’s are spending 

many hours in watching movies. According to (Raji, Sakiru Olarotimi-2014) Most of the action films, violent 

films and adventure games are more pronounced as the factors responsible for the aggressiveness in children. 

The UNESCO Global study on media violence conducted between 1996 and 1997 researched the impact of 

media violence on children.one of the finding of the study is that the impact of media violence can primarily be 
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explained through the fact that aggressive behavior is rewarded.in this study researcher focuses on the 

following: Sort of movie preferred by adolescents in the age group 6 to 10 (Class STD I to STD V) And Number 

of hours spent for watching movies by this age group, what influence do they came under by what they watch. 

One common question was asked to the parents. That was what impact of action movie is. The study has taken 

casually from 400 respondents’ School children and their parents belonging Chennai areas 126 children from 

KK Nagar, 114children from T.Nagar, 88 children from Mylapore, 72 children from Tambaram. In this study 

both girl and boy children are participated. The data collected done structured questionnaire schedule by Survey 

method. 

II.VIEWING ACTION MOVIES 

Nowadays, watching movies in home or theatre is a popular mean of entertainment for people including 

children. There’re various kinds of movies on Television but children show more interest in violent movies for 

certain reasons, such as science fiction action scenes or amazing sound effects. However, these movies may 

have a truth less influence on viewers, especially school children. Because of its incredible affects, violent 

movies attract plenty of viewers including children. But what they can learn from these kinds of vies are: crime, 

murder, war...Indeed, these stuffs are suitable for adults only. Another weakness of violent movies is that it will 

affect children's attitude development.  

III.INFLUENCE OF SUPER HEROES FILMS 

Recent days everyone likes to read superhero story. Generally Superheroes have been a sync with US pop 

culture for decades, but in the  superhero stories are considered by themes of fighting against evil, defending 

others, and encouraging justice, many parents encourage their children’s commitment in superhero videos or 

movies, According to statement 2015 CNN released an article headlined, “Never fear, parents” Superheroes help 

kids fly, This part highlighted the influence of superhero play to inspire confidence in school studying children, 

Promoting characters like Batman, Spiderman, and Captain America as important role models for today’s youth. 

Many superhero movies promote well-intentioned communications about standing up for peers and protecting 

others. 

IV.REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

According to Dr. Sarah Coyne (Brigham and Young University) and published in the Journal of Abnormal Child 

Psychology  proves that pre-schoolers with greater superhero engagement at the initial time of study were more 

likely to exhibit violent behaviour a year later. In contrast, superhero engagement had no impact on their social 

or defending behaviour (e.g., standing up for bullied friends). In Researcher Albert Bandura confirmed through 

his well-known series of psychological experiments during the early that children tend to model aggressive 

behaviour of adults. Researcher Raji, Sakiru Olarotimi has proved through his study that Media violence and its 

http://www.springer.com/psychology/child+%26+school+psychology/journal/10802
http://www.springer.com/psychology/child+%26+school+psychology/journal/10802
http://www.springer.com/psychology/child+%26+school+psychology/journal/10802
https://psychology-inaction.squarespace.com/psychology-in-action-1/2013/02/26/guns-and-dolls-the-bobo-studies
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effects on children’s health and aggressive behaviour. These study paper very useful to mediating the present 

kids and adopted culture children.  

V.OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

 To identify what kind of movie preferred by children. 

 To find out greatest superhero of movies favored by children and why? 

 To identify impact of influenced movies for the children. 

VI.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For this research, the data’s were collected from 400 children of 4 schools in Chennai urban areas. This included 

– KK Nagar, T.Nagar, Mylapore, and Tambaram. A survey was conducted on second week of July 2018. The 

data were collected from School Children Std I to Std V.  it was analyzed and discussed with children and 

parents individually. The typical deviation of the samples of the four areas of Chennai resulting from the 

separate analyses is reported at the end of this study. The survey method was used by the researcher to collect 

the data’s. Respondents were from the age group between 6 to 10 years and they had to indicate the superhero 

movies they watch on a daily basis. Of the 400 individuals who agreed to complete the survey, the data analysis 

was thus based on these responses. It was planned to ask three common questions: they are movies preferred by 

children, superhero movies, influenced movies.  

VII.RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The general variables were obtainable for analysis, for this study; reported results are confined to the findings 

that were most relevant to answering the research questions. 

     Number of children frequently who are watched movies in Chennai urban areas (Table-1) 

         Area of Chennai KK Nagar  T.Nagar Mylapore Tambaram 

No of Children (Respondents)     126   114       88       72 

Table-1 shows in details of four regions of Chennai urban. Data was collected from 126 Respondents in KK 

Nagar area and 114 Respondents from T Nagar and 88 from Mylapore then finally 72 respondents from 

Tambaram. Total no of respondents were 400 in Chennai city.  

 Highest Number (School children) of respondent from K K Nagar: 126. 

Initially the researcher was interviewed with sort of school children, according to the student’s response. The 

researcher is formed selective movie genre to collect the data. 
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Following movies genre are preferred by children (Table-2) 

Genre of Movie KK Nagar  T.Nagar Mylapore Tambaram 

Action Films 20 18 14 10 

Adventure Films 13 16 12 05 

Animation Films 16 14 11 11 

Comedy Films 10 12 09 18 

Horror Films 12 10 08 08 

Superhero Films 33 26 20 13 

Science Fiction Films          22 18 14 07 

No of children are viewing frequently this genres of movie in four areas of Chennai 

Table No-2 sort of movie genre deeply proffered by children in four areas of Chennai. Data is collected from 

KK Nagar area. Most of the children like to watch superhero films; the ratio is 33 for superhero films, 22 are 

science fiction films. But simultaneously the viewing ratio is increased in T Nagar area .that is 26 for Superhero 

films and 18 is for action and science fiction films. In Mylapore superhero movie fans is little bit reduced that is 

20 and for the science fiction and action film is 14.Finally Children from Tambaram is less for superhero films 

that is 07 but inversely 18 children are like to watch comedy films. 

No of children preferred to watch the List of superheroes in screen (Table-3) 

List of Superheroes  KK Nagar  T.Nagar Mylapore Tambaram 

Superman 11 15 07 05 

Spiderman 15 14 10 10 

Batman 12 10 08 06 

Hulk 20 16 18 13 

Captain America 21 18 13 12 

Thor 32 25 18 16 

Iron Man 15 16 14 10 
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Researcher found, who inspirational superheroes are for school children. The researcher has set questions 

according to the children’s answers. Here (Table-3) shows number of the children likes to choose their 

superheroes from films in four areas of Chennai. Most of the children are nominated to THOR character, in K K 

Nagar: 32, T Nagar: 25, Mylapore: 18, Tambaram: 16.  Over all 91 children are voted to THOR Character in all 

area of Chennai Urban. Second and third place occupied doubtless Hulk and Captain America; both are received 

67 and 64 Votes. Maximum of the children are given the positive point about THOR Character, He is basically 

fictional superhero appearing in American comic book by marvel. Vast no of Children are said; THOR will 

protect the people, God of thunder, ability to fly anywhere, who is not only the most powerful avenger, but he is 

also the most powerful superhero, good self-confidence, delightful relationship and  the similar positive points 

are collected by the researcher for Hulk and Captain American characters.
 

The researcher is collected positive and negative points from parents. Then consolidates the list of positive 

points and Negative points according to the parents feedback about their children’s behavior (Table-4 Parents 

are given the feedback Influence of superheroes movies)  

Parents are given the feedback about their children: Positive and Negative Feedback (Table-4) 

 

 

 

Parents feedback from each area 

of Chennai 

 

 

   Positive Point  Negative Point 

Moral Values Acts of violence/fighting 

Protecting the public Use of guns/knives/ weapons 

Positive relationships Aggressive Behaviour  

Teamwork/collaboration Talkative in Negative way 

Self confidence Adamant  

Creative thinking Negative thoughts 

The table below Shows number of parents has given the positive and negative feedback according to children 

attitude behind viewing action films, superheroes films and science fiction films. All of the feedbacks are given 

by mothers.    

Parents Feedback  KK Nagar  T.Nagar Mylapore Tambaram 

Positive thoughts  53 Parents 50 Parents 46 Parents 55 Parents 

Negative thoughts 73 Parents 64 Parents 42 Parents 17 Parents 
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VIII.MOTHERS FEEDBACK 

To ascertain what mothers felt about superhero films, we used first hand audience response. There were two 

questions asked to Mothers: Is superhero films lead your kids’ positive or negative way? Majority of the 

mothers that is 51% of them have given positive opinion similarly 49% mothers have given negative opinion 

about their children’s behavior.  

IX.DISCUSSION 

The above findings show that children with heavy exposure come under a greater influence of violence 

portrayed on action films. Similarly children with heavy cinema exposure are the ones who learn and imitate 

superhero behaviours. More over fiction films carries the message that aggression is a good means to solve 

conflicts and that aggression offers status and can be fun. Violence is no longer an ugly. The action films 

supplies violence in regular does to hook young, gullible viewers.      

XII.CONCLUSION 

Films is an unavoidable influence in our lives and more so in the lives of adolescents and teens who are at an 

impressionable age. Exposure of action films is not accidental but deliberate. Maximum of the children choose 

the superhero films to watch on TV and theatre. Hence we can assume that there is a basic tendency in children. 

Who are frequent viewers, towards those kind of films that contain violence. Cinema is not an evil. It is not 

necessarily the one-eyed monster that many critics of film would have us believes. The following discussions 

may be drawn from the above analyses: 

 Children’s Age groups 6 to 10 years are not very selective about what they watch.  

 This age group consists of immature viewers. 

 Superhero film viewing is a happy and enjoyable experience for most of them. 

 Film watching is dictated to some extent by peer pressure. 

 These habits may lead to Negative thought.  

Technological advances in the field of communication have brought an array of gadgets into homes.so children 

from very young age can view all kinds of film. Thus parents must protect the children or they have to divert 

them to read good books and involve them to other activities like sports, meditation and yoga. Parents and 

teachers have to create awareness about media negativism and its influence to children. They should also 

sensitize them to real issues in society. Otherwise unwittingly, we will be nurturing an entire generation of 

children for whom the imaginary world is the real world. 
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